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Continuing their series of nonconstructive proofs of polynomial solvability of problems, the authors here
address the following “homoplasty problem”.
Let Σ be a compact surface, eventually with boundary. Two graphs in Σ are homoplastic iﬀ there exists a
homeomorphism of Σ, leaving its boundary invariant, and transforming one into a graph which is pathwise
homotopic to the other. The “homoplasty problem” is to decide whether for given graph G and forest H
in Σ there exists a subgraph of G homoplastic to H.
After proving several suﬃcient conditions for the homoplasty property to hold, mainly by way of geometric
topology techniques, it is shown how these may be used to obtain a polynomial decision algorithm for
the homoplasty problem for ﬁxed surface Σ and forest H in Σ. It then follows that for any surface Σ and
integer k the following disjoint connecting paths problem is polynomially solvable: given a graph G in
Σ and k pairs of vertices s(sub i), t(sub i) (1≤ i ≤ k) of G, decide whether there exist k vertex-disjoint
paths of G linking each of these pairs.
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